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Division Transfer (“Play Up”) Policy
Sag Harbor Bridgehampton Little League does not typically allow players to play outside of their
age group and strongly recommends that all player members play within their correct age
groups. We have found that even though some players may exhibit some natural talents toward
the game and their parents think they are ready to play baseball with older players, most kids
will benefit greatly by playing in their actual age group. However, it may be possible to make an
exception to our policy and give the child a chance to show that he or she should play in a
different age group.
Here are the requirements for requesting to play in a different Division:
▪All players must request to play up through the player agent via email
▪The player must be registered and initially pay the appropriate fee for his or her correct age
group.
▪All players requesting to play in a different age group must be present and participate in the
appropriate Winter Workouts and evaluation session in March. Players not evaluated during
the appropriate evaluations will not be given the chance to play in a different age group. Failure
to attend the appropriate player workouts/evaluation will result in the play-up request to be
automatically denied.
▪The player must demonstrate that he or she has the skills, strength and social maturity to be
competitive in the older age group.
▪The requested “move up” division must require additional players
▪The player requesting “move up” can only be a single school grade below the requested
division
▪A skills evaluation is performed which documents proficiency for the requested division
▪The player requesting “move up” has completed one year in the division they are asking to
move out of.

▪The final decisions will be made by the Board of Directors. The number of players that will be
approved to play up will be infrequent and the decision will be final.

*Any questions or concerns can be addressed with the president or player agent.
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